
Abstract 

 

Selected issues of the citizenship of the EU 

 

 The aim of this paper is to analyse selected issues of the evolution and  practical 

importance of the EU citizenship. Study is focused mainly on right to move and reside freely 

within the European Union as this right became the most significant for the ordinary citizen.  

 The thesis is composed of five chapters, each of them dealing with different aspects of 

the EU citizenship. Chapter One is introductory and subdivided into two main parts of which 

one defines the notion of the citizenship within the national context and the other deals with 

the same notion within the EU context. It also breafly examines the question of European 

identity, which is closely related to the notion of the EU citizenship.  

 Chapter Two focuses on the evolution of the EU citizenship starting in the 1970’s as a 

part of European political integration. It examines the most important milestones of this 

notion’s evolution. Main part of this chapter focuses on the post- Maastricht period and 

changes brought by founding Treaties amendments.  

 Chapter Three investigates the developments of free movement of persons, beginning 

with the free movement of workers as provided in the Treaty of Rome and implementing 

legislation. It continues with the outline of the widening personal scope of the free movement 

rights. This chapter mainly addresses the impact of the introduction of the EU citizenship on 

free movement of persons, as long as this development clearly shows the move from free 

movement of workers, taken as economic actors to free movement of persons - the citiziens of 

the Union and their family members. 

 Chapter Four concentrates on problems resulting from the most important directive 

concerning right to move and reside freely within the EU - Directive 38/2004. It investigates 

the personal scope of the Directive as well as the right of exit and entry, right of residence and 

right of permanent residence. Chapter also deals with the conditions of residence - sufficient 

resources, comprehensive sickness insurance issues and also with the administrative 

formalities reduction as stated in the Directive. Discussion is supported with a considerable 

amount of ECJ’s decisions, that offers interpretation of the rights and conditions as set out in 

the directive. 

 The fifth chapter examines a very sensitive aspect of the developments brought by the 

EU citizenship - the social assistance rights of the EU citizens. It discusses the most important 



recent decisions of the ECJ concerning granting of social benefits on the grounds of non 

discrimination clause.  

 Conclusions drawn in the end of this Master’s thesis show the significance of the EU 

citizenship notion that was not predictible, nor expected by the scholars or the member states 

at the time of it’s introduction. 

 

 

 


